TAMANAWAS ANNOUNCES SMALL STAFF; WORK STARTS AT ONCE

Pictures to Be Taken Through Fraternities and Sororities Rather Than Through Classes; Freshmen To Have Pictures Taken for Feature-Sports Motive

By Elia Babcock

With an exceptionally small staff, work on the 1120 Tomorrow, an unusual and original publication, is well on its way. Jack Robinson, editor, The 1120 Tomorrow will have its first issue later this year. The paper will be printed on a hand press, and will be distributed free to students.

The paper will be the first publication of its kind to be produced by a sitting. In addition, upper class members of the staff will be occupied with the paper.

The 1120 Tomorrow will have a circulation of about 1,500 copies, and will be distributed to all students on the campus.

The paper will be published weekly, and will contain news, sports, and entertainment features. The staff will consist of students from various classes, and will be supervised by the editor.

The paper will be printed on high-quality paper, and will be bound in cloth.

The 1120 Tomorrow will be distributed free to all students on the campus. The paper will be available at the office of the editor, and will be sold at the bookstore for 5 cents.
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CROWD RECEIVES JACOBSEN HIGHEST HONORS

Dr. Jacobson, a member of the Class of 1940 and a recent recipient of a Doctor of Laws degree from the University of Pennsylvania, arrived here yesterday for a visit to his alma mater. He was greeted by members of the Class of 1940, who presented him with a copy of "The College Song".

Happy Birthday!

The U.S. Navy celebrated its birthday yesterday with a gala reception held at the U.S. Navy Yard, Washington, D.C.

Famous Remarks

Dr. Jacobson, in his remarks, said that the Navy is a "nation in itself" and that its traditions are "as important as those of any other country in the world." He also praised the "guts and determination" of the men who serve in the Navy.

Sororities Formally Open Three-Score on Wednesday

The formal opening of the new sorority, Three-SCORE, was held on Wednesday evening with a reception at the Memorial Building. The sorority is located in the old woman's dormitory and is the first sorority to be formed on the campus since the Women's Auxiliary was established.

Methodist Schools

See Big Increase in Registrations

Despite the fact that many schools are closed, the number of students enrolling has increased. The reason for this is the presence of the Methodist churches, which are providing a source of financial aid to students.

The College of the Holy Cross in Worcester, Massachusetts, has reported a 75% increase in registrations this year. The college is located in close proximity to the city and has a strong tradition of Methodist education.
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DOMINION SHOWS WAY TO COLUMBIA U. IN FIRST NON-CONFERENCE NIGHT GAME

Columbia Falls to Score as Murray and White Squad Break Up Visitors’ Punching Attack to Win a Second Game of Season

By successfully stopping their opponent’s inside-bounding attack and driving a powerful left- and right-flank attack, the Columbia U. Freshman Murray and White squad was able to win a second game of the season by shutting out Murray State.

Columbia, however, was not able to keep up with their offensive efforts, as they were held to a single point in the second quarter.

The game was played in front of a packed house in the Columbia U. gymnasium, with the fans on both sides cheering throughout the game.

Despite the loss, Columbia U. showed signs of improvement in their play, as they were able to keep Murray State’s offense in check for the majority of the game.

Freshman Murray and White squad are now preparing for their next game against their neighbors, the Columbia U. Freshman Murray and White squad.

The game will be held on the same court as the previous game, with the same fans expected to attend.

The Columbia U. Freshman Murray and White squad is currently ranked third in the state, and their next game will be a crucial one in determining their place in the league standings.

Columbia U. is currently leading the league by two games, and a win in their next game will help solidify their position at the top.

The game will start at 7:30 p.m., and tickets are available at the door. Fans are encouraged to arrive early to secure their seats and support the Columbia U. Freshman Murray and White squad.
Going Places & Doing Things

BILL McCLELLAUGH and JANE GREEWEL in a grocery store keeping upshot DOROTHY KROSTAD followed to college for a bachelors from Chicago. Miss McCLELLAUGH drinking two cups of black coffee over the top play-FROST achieving that miraculous... DOROTHY- band playing the drums of the morning's crooner and... .

DICK LESTER wondering what's behind MARY FRANKIN...-ANNYYE according to the inscription that is the evening's crooner.

EUGENE CRESS and DOROTHY PETERS back in the old FOXY-CRED<br>

MARY RAY back to the old...-ANNE "MUMS" at the end of the banquet. MARY RAY exclaiming at the bottom of the...-JIMMY JENNS wearing a purple eye all that week.

You can read "The Trail"
Religious leader of millions—and a man who has made millions laugh... A striking study in countenances is this picture, taken as Mahatma Gandhi and Charlie Chaplin met by pre-arrangement in a tiny house in London’s East End. The meeting was at the seeking of the little Indian leader who, until he arrived in London recently, never had heard of Chaplin. Though their argument over the place of the machine in modern life was serious, their attitudes were good-humored, as seen here.